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Mike Brown

From: Jane Fielder <janefielder@hotmail.com>

Sent: 17 January 2017 17:38

To: Office

Subject: Ruby Wedding Party Dec 29th

Dear Sean, Josh, Lauren, Bob, the very welcoming gentleman at the bar on the day! and all the other lovely helpers 

at Shipley Golf Club, We're sorry this letter has taken so long to write, but we would just like to thank you for the 

most wonderful day and all your help. 

We're not really party folk so had no idea how to set about celebrating our special day, we looked at a few places 

but nothing felt quite right then whilst flicking through venues near Bingley on Google. Shipley golf club appeared. 

We weren't initially enthusiastic, fearing it may be a bit formal for us but how wrong we were. We were shown a 

delightful newly decorated bright room surrounded by green fields. There was plenty of space, our own cloakroom 

and bar and on this occasion there was even an adjoining quiet room we could use( I think this may have been a 

special treat!) Everyone was so friendly and welcoming. They just made it all very easy. We were a group 50 adults 

and 8 children and we opted for a set meal. The staff helped us decide on table layout. Gave us space for a band, 

gave us ideas for food and drink and just generally made it all very pleasant and easy.  

We came the day before the event and the tables were all beautifully laid out and all we had to do was add a few 

personal decorations, balloons etc. ( I'm sure they would have done that too if we'd wanted them too!) The day of 

the party was wonderful and the helpers were just so kind and welcoming. We got held up!! So were not there to 

greet everyone as planned but there was no panic, they took over and directed my family and showed them what 

was what, so it all became quite a feature and joke of the party! 

The food was delicious and nicely presented. 

All in all from start to finish it was a most lovely occasion. We cannot thank the team enough and would highly 

recommend this venue to ANYONE. 

 

Jane and Rob 

 

Jane Fielder  

 


